Quick, label-free screening and quantification of DNA bases is becoming increasingly important[@b1][@b2][@b3]. The existing DNA sequencing techniques need extensive sample preparation which make them costly and time consuming. Several methods have been introduced to investigate the processing, manipulation, and characterization of single DNA molecules[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17]. A suggested alternative for establishing a quick and reliable label-free method is to use electrical-based techniques[@b4]. The conventional DNA sequencing technologies that are being used to identify nucleotides commonly utilize light emission[@b5]. This process includes a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) step for the amplification of template sequences which helps to produce sufficient material to generate detectable corresponding signals[@b6]. An ideal DNA sequencing technology should have the ability to detect single nucleotides directly by observing changes in a corresponding electric parameter, thus eliminating the need for both fluorescent probes and PCR amplification. To achieve this, different innovative methods are being tried. For example, nano pores are being used within which each nucleotide in a DNA strand can translocate through[@b7][@b8][@b9]. This specifically modulates the ionic current being passed through the nano device which allows identification of each nucleotide, and eventually the sequence of the entire stretch of DNA[@b10][@b11]. In another approach, though controversial[@b18][@b19], DNA sequences are being identified via tunneling currents conducted as the sequences pass between a pair of nano electrodes[@b12]. Furthermore, numerous studies have shown the ability of charge transfer in DNA through quantum tunneling with potential applications[@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17]. Nevertheless, a quick and rapid systematic label-free DNA quantification and identification technique incorporating low noise interference by electrical parameters has not yet materialized.

This work investigates the electrical properties of single and mixed nucleotides in solution. The four types of nucleotides tested represent the basic building blocks in double strands of DNA with their own unique structures ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Nucleotides are composed of a five-carbon (pentose) sugar molecule attached to a phosphate group ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). A free hydroxyl at position 1 of the deoxyribose sugar is used to tether four different types of nitrogenous bases, adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine, leading to the formation of the purine nucleotides (dexoyadenosine and deoxyguanine triphosphates, dATP and dGTP, respectively) and the pyrimidine nucleotides (deoxycytosine and deoxythymine, dCTP and dTTP, respectively) ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). As can be seen, the two groups of nucleotides differ in their structures with the purines being the larger of the two, containing a two-ringed structure, while the pyrimidines containing a single-ringed structure. Furthermore, differential modifications of the ringed structures give each nucleotide its unique chemical structure. Finally, it is the number and sequence of the incorporated nucleotides that impart a distinct identity to each molecule of DNA.

To examine the electrical properties of single and mixed nucleotides for their detection and quantification, capacitance-voltage measurements were performed on nucleotides in solution. Nucleotides are randomly distributed at the molecular level within a suspension. When these suspended nucleotides are subjected to an electric field, they get polarized to different degrees depending upon their molecular structures. The strength of this polarization depends upon the ability of the nucleotides to hold electrical charges as well as their interaction with the medium[@b10]. To detect DNA nucleotides suspended in a solution electrically, the nucleotide suspension (buffer plus nucleotides) and the corresponding buffer solution (nucleotide-free solution) were loaded inside a capacitive structure to perform capacitance-voltage measurements for each nucleotide solution. The capacitance contribution of the control buffer was subtracted from that of the samples since the buffer can act as a linear superposition to that of sample or, equivalently, the capacitance value of the control can be parallel to that of the sample. This "parallel model" was based on our observations that the effective capacitance of the nucleotide suspension (nucleotide + control buffer) was higher than the capacitance of the nucleotide-free control medium. If the effective capacitance of the suspension was lower than the reference, then a "series model" would have been considered.

Results and Discussion
======================

Electrical Detection of Nucleotides
-----------------------------------

To detect the individual nucleotides electrically and extract relevant parameters, the four nucleotides were diluted individually in control TE buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8) and loaded inside an open-ended coaxial cable[@b20] of Gamry 3000 instrument (USA)[@b21] that has a wide range of electrical measurement capabilities. One way to demonstrate the electrical polarization of DNA nucleotides is through the electrical charging-discharging measurements. Therefore, tests of the electrical charging and discharging pofiles for the nucleotide suspensions were conducted and are shown in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The measured potential (voltage) in both profiles ([Fig. 2(a,b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) is the potential value that builds between the two electrodes as a constant current of 0.5 mA flows between them. These profiles were different when compared with the control TE buffer which was used to suspend the nucleotides ([Fig. 2(a,b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The differences reveal a direct demonstration of the polarization capabilities of the four nucleotides of DNA, dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP, when subjected to an electrical field. For the sake of simplicity, these four nucleotides will be referred to as A, C, G and T, respectively, for the remainder of the manuscript.

As can be seen from [Fig. 2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, it was easy to observe differences between the different nucleotides and the control medium within the time period from \~65 to 300 seconds, a region highlighted by dashed vertical lines. The charging of DNA nucleotide suspensions was instantaneous and presence of the individual nucleotides increased the charging time of the control buffer. The number of molecules in each nucleotide suspension was calculated to be 6.022 × 10^17^ molecules in 1 milliliter stock of TE buffer. To compute the charging rate values, the contribution of the control buffer was first de-embedded by subtracting it from the individual nucleotide profiles. These values (charging rates) were computed by fitting each charging profile, between 65 and 300 seconds, with the linear formula: Y = αX + β, where Y is the charging profile, X is the time step, β is the y intercept and α is the slope of the profile. The corresponding slope values represent the charging rates of the individual nucleotides. Based on curve fitting, we observed that the charging rate of C, A, G and T in their respective suspensions was 0.63, 0.51, 0.28 and 0.09 mVolts per second. To extract the charging rate per single DNA nucleotide, the computed charging rate was then divided over the total number of nucleotides in each suspension. Therefore, the charging rate per one molecule of C, A, G and T was calculated to be 1.04, 0.84, 0.46 and 0.15 zepto Volts per second, respectively.

The relative charging rate of the four nucleotides revealed that C showed the highest rate, followed by A, and G, while T showed the lowest value; thus all four nucleotides showed differences in their charging rates. This is despite the fact that the nucleotide suspensions were prepared with equal amounts of the four different nucleotides in the same buffer and volume and the same amounts of the different suspensions were measured in the coaxial adaptor at the same time interval with the application of identical electrical current applications. Since the only difference between the four tested nucleotide samples was in their biochemical composition, we believe that their composition and structure is responsible for the pronounced differences observed in their electrical properties and characteristics ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

This assertion can be supported by the following observation: if we consider the charging rate per one molecule of C, A, G and T (which was calculated to be 1.04, 0.84, 0.46 and 0.15 zepto Volts per second, respectively), the sum of the charging rates of the corresponding complementary DNA base pairs AT and CG becomes 0.99 and 1.5 zepto Volts per second, respectively. Thus, the ratio between the sum of charging rates between CG and AT is 1.5/0.99, which is around 1.5. Now it is well known that there are two covalent bonds between A and T and three between C and G; thus, the capacitance between C and G is 1.5 times higher than that for A and T, reflecting the same ratio observed in their actual charging rates.

The discharging profiles of the nucleotides further provided specifics about the physics of DNA nucleotides ([Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). By removing the electric field, the nucleotide suspensions returned to their original states within a specific time interval needed to establish the charge equilibrium in the suspension. Discharging occurred due to the redistribution of charges bound within the suspension under the influence of a receding electric field during the discharging process, whereby charges of the opposite polarity and same magnitudes were displaced to different locations within the suspension. At specific discharging voltage range, as represented by the horizontal area between the two dashed lines in [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, the discharging profiles could be distinguished clearly. Each curve exhibited its own falling time, which on average was 19, 29, 38, 47 and 95 seconds for A, C, G, T and control, respectively. This data further shows that the DNA nucleotides reduced the discharging time constant of the control TE buffer.

The charging profiles further revealed that the effective dielectric constants of the nucleotide suspensions were higher than that of the control medium. This was confirmed by the impedance measurements, as demonstrated by [Fig. 2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, which represents phase versus frequency for DNA nucleotides as well as the control medium. As observed, the presence of DNA nucleotides shifted the phase frequency profile towards the lower end when compared to the control nucleotide-free medium ([Fig. 2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). As concluded from the phase frequency measurements, without DNA nucleotides (buffer alone) the minimum phase was set around 10 Hz. With the addition of DNA nucleotides, the effective dielectric constants of the suspension (DNA nucleotides and media) shifted the minimum phase down in frequency to around less than 1 Hz. The change in minimum phase magnitude indicates that the DNA nucleotides introduced DC resistance which caused a loss in power. Thus, this observation confirms that capacitance measurements can be used to detect the existence of DNA nucleotides inside a buffer media. It was also noticed that the A and T phase profiles were almost identical to each other, whereas C and G exhibited similar phase frequency profiles, despite the fact that A and T have different structures (purine versus a pyrimidine), and the same applies to G and C. In fact, A and T are complimentary bases, while C and G are also complimentary to each other. Next, the capacitance values of each nucleotide were extracted by subtracting the contributions from the control TE buffer since any possible interactions with the buffer could affect the polarization of the nucleotides. As observed in [Fig. 2(d)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, the corresponding capacitances depended upon the nucleotide composition and structure since each nucleotide suspension could still be distinguished from each other.

Electrical Quantification of Nucleotides
----------------------------------------

Next, we focused on quantifying the amount of nucleotides suspended in a medium by using the principles of the semiconductor theory[@b22][@b23]. The basic premise behind the idea was that application of an electric field should lead to the polarization of the biotic nucleotide particles, the strength of which should depend upon the composition of the nucleotides and their concentration. Thus, the nucleotides could be present as an electrical dipole or "impurities" (dopants) that exist in a non-intrinsic semiconductor material (the buffer). One could then calculate the doping concentration of the suspension and de-embed the contribution of the reference medium. Although nucleotides are a miniscule proportion of the surrounding media, they still produce enough change in its electrical properties to be detected, which depends upon the accumulated charge of the nucleotide.

Based on this idea, the dopant concentrations of the nucleotide could be extracted from the de-embedded capacitance-voltage measurements. The number of nucleotides in a suspension () was estimated using Eq. (1):

where, *N* is the corresponding doping concentration, *L*~*D*~ is debye electrical length and *A* is the area. Both *N* and *L*~*D*~ were determined from the capacitance--voltage measurements after de-embedding the buffer control contribution, as given in [Eqs (2](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([3](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}), respectively[@b21]:

where, *q* is the electron charge, *ε* is the dielectric constant of the nucleotide suspension (or medium), *A* is the overlapping area of the effective capacitance, *C* is the measured capacitance, *V* is the applied voltage. *K* is Boltzmann constant 1.38 × 10^−23^ J/K, and *T* is the temperature in kelvin.

To electrically quantify and determine whether the individual nucleotides could be counted in mixed nucleotide solutions, a full fractional experiment was conducted, as illustrated in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}. As before, the resulting single and mixed nucleotide suspensions were prepared and loaded into the open-ended coaxial cable and data gathering was achieved by using Gamry 3000.

Results of the corresponding samples for their capacitance versus voltage profiles are shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The TE control buffer (sample S1) showed the lowest capacitance value, which increased to the maximum in the presence of the four nucleotides (sample S16) ([Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). When the TE buffer was supplemented with each single nucleotide individually, subtle difference between the capacitance versus voltage profiles of individual nucleotides could be observed (samples S2, S3, S5 and S9) ([Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

This difference disappeared when double and triple nucleotide mixes were tested ([Fig. 3(c,d)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), revealing identical profiles. These results suggest that the capacitances versus voltage profiles are a characteristic primarily of the dose of the nucleotides that can be used for identification and sequencing purposes.

[Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} highlights the capacitances of nucleotides before and after de-embedding the contribution of the control buffer. The largest dielectric constant was observed for T, followed by G, C, and A, respectively, followed by the control with the lowest dielectric constant ([Fig. 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). By de-embedding the buffer contribution, the corresponding capacitances for the four DNA nucleotides were estimated ([Fig. 4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). As can be seen clearly, each nucleotide exhibited its own capacitance profile, even after subtracting the effects of the buffer medium.

Validation and Sensitivity of the Electrical Approach
-----------------------------------------------------

After applying the presented theory of electrical parameter extraction algorithm ([Equations (1](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [2](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [3)](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}), a set of corresponding extracted values for the different nucleotides were obtained that are shown in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"} along with their actual values as calculated using the known concentrations and Avogadro's number. The intrinsic dopant concentration, debye length and count for the nucleotide-free buffer are listed in the first row (S1). Comparison of the debye length of the buffer with that of the DNA nucleotides revealed that the length decreased and increased, respectively, depending upon the nature of the DNA nucleotides. As can be seen, the results from these two vastly different techniques (electrical versus calculated) were within one order of magnitude, demonstrating the validity of the proposed electrical technique for nucleotides quantitation.

Furthermore, [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"} shows that the dopant concentration increased as the number of nucleotide combinations increased. Thus, the quadruple nucleotide mix had the highest dopant concentration, while the single nucleotide mix had the lowest dopant concentration. Also there was a change in the debye length corresponding to the number of DNA molecules per ml. Initially the length assumed its maximum value, but with incremental increase in numbers of nucleotide molecules, this length became shorter as the effective capacitance value increased as shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}.

[Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} presents a comparison of the actual and estimated nucleotide numbers obtained (shown in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}). As can be seen, the overall trend of estimating the nucleotide numbers was remarkably similar with the electrical technique clearly being able to detect nucleotides according to their concentration (no of molecules in solution per volume). Thus, the electrical technique was able to predict the concentration trends even though the actual numbers estimated were off by a magnitude or two, demonstrating the potential of the proposed electrical technique for nucleotides quantification.

The sensitivity of the electrical method was tested by diluting a known concentration of nucleotide dATP with the blank buffer. As expected, the more concentrated the nucleotide suspension, the higher the observed effective capacitance value [Fig. 6(a)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. The change in capacitance as a function of the extracted nucleotide concentration is depicted in [Fig. 6(b)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. As can be observed, the change in capacitance was small, probably due to the proportionally smaller size of nucleotides existing in a much larger volume of buffer. The corresponding extracted electrical counts versus dilutions are shown in [Fig. 6(c)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. As can be seen, the reduction in electrical count was linear and correlated well with the reduction in capacitance observed with their dilution. Due to the comparatively lower volume of the nucleotides in solution compared to the buffer, it is suggested to establish a direct connection between the actual nucleotides with the corresponding extracted electrical count. [Figure 6(d)](#f6){ref-type="fig"} represents such a calibration curve which shows that we could detect nucleotides down to 10^9^ molecules as concluded from the y-intercept of the plotted linear line. This limit of detection is due to the coaxial adaptor structure used in this experiment. For further sensitivity and lower limit of detection, a micro/nano-based capacitance structure should be used.

The precision of the electrical method of measurement depends upon the precision of the capacitance analyzer, which is subject to various sources of noise. The measured CV profiles in this work showed a smooth behavior without ripple levels in all conducted measurements, revealing that high precision could be attained despite using a macro-capacitive structure.

Conclusions
===========

In summary, our results reveal that deoxyribonucleotides exhibit strong electrical polarization capabilities. This property can be used to detect the different nucleotides electrically employing capacitance-voltage measurements. The electrically-measured and known nucleotide counts correlate well with a limit of detection of 10^9^ molecules, suggesting high sensitivity and simplicity of the present approach. The accurate detection, quantification and sequence analysis of DNA nucleotides in double strands of DNA is one of the most significant challenges of today.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Nucleotides
-----------

The nucleotides tested for these studies were purchased from Fermentas (Thermo-Fischer) or Promega at a concentration of 100 mM. Experiments were conducted using nucleotides at 1 mM concentration. To perform the electrical measurements, individual or a combination of nucleotides were diluted in a buffer containing 10 mM Tris-Cl and 1 mM EDTA, pH 8, (TE buffer).

Electrical characterization method
----------------------------------

Electrical measurements were performed using the Gamry Reference 3000 equipment (Gamry/USA). The measurements of current-voltage, capacitance-voltage, charging, discharging as well as the impedance values were conducted over a frequency range from 10 μHz to 100 kHz. Measurements were performed at an applied oscillation voltage of 15 mVpp. The measurements setup system was calibrated using the manufacture-provided calibration kit. A typical calibration excludes the effect of losses and phase shifts that could add noise to the measured signal from the lengthy used cables.

A two-electrode system was used in this work. The two-electrode is the simplest cell setup but often results in complex results that require more analysis and interpretation when compared to a three-electrode set up. The two-electrode experiment measures the complete voltage dropped by the current across the whole cell. In this work, a coaxial cable adaptor[@b24] was used as a two-electrode cell to perform the measurements.

The accuracy and reproducibility of the presented method has been checked using repeated electrical measurements against multiple nucleotides stocks prepared at different times over the same applied bias voltage.
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![Illustration of the structure and groups of the four types of DNA nucleotides tested.](srep34016-f1){#f1}

![Characterization of the electrical properties of DNA nucleotides: (**a**) charging (**b**) discharging profiles, (**c**) phase profiles versus frequency, and (**d**) extracted capacitances of DNA nucleotides. A 1:100 dilution of the nucleotides was tested from a stock solution of 100 Mm, resulting in a final concentration of 1 mM. A, C, G and T are dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP, respectively. Control = Tris-EDTA buffer without nucleotides.](srep34016-f2){#f2}

![Capacitance versus voltage measurements for the mixing experiment illustrated in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} conducted at 5 Hz.\
(**a**) Capacitance versus DC bias for DNA free suspension (S1) and the quadruple mixed combination ACGT (S16); (**b**) Capacitance versus DC bias for all possible single DNA nucleotides A, C, G and T (S2, S3, S5 and S9, respectively); (**c**) Capacitance versus DC bias for all possible double combinations AC, AG, AT, CG, CT and GT (S4, S6, S7, S10, S11 and S13, respectively). (**d**) Capacitance versus DC bias for all possible triple combinations ACG, ACT, AGT and CGT (S8, S12, S14 and S15, respectively). A, C, G and T are dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP, respectively.](srep34016-f3){#f3}

![Related electrical measurements of the individual DNA nucleotides: (**a**) capacitance-voltage measurements before de-embedding, and (**b**) capacitance-voltage measurements after de-embedding effects of the buffer. A, C, G and T are dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP, respectively.](srep34016-f4){#f4}

![Comparison of the estimated and actual values of nucleotides using (**a**) biochemical and (**b**) electrical techniques. Panel (**a**) shows the actual counts, while panel (**b**) shows the estimated counts of the nucleotides used in the mixing experiment using the electrical technique.](srep34016-f5){#f5}

![Sensitivity assessment of the electrical method for nucleotide quantitation.\
The nucleotide dATP was diluted serially from 10^−1^ to 10^−6^ and then characterized electrically. (**a**) Capacitance versus voltage for different dilutions; (**b**) Change in capacitance versus dilution; (**c**) Electrical count versus dilution; and (**d**) Actual count versus electrical count.](srep34016-f6){#f6}

###### Design of the nucleotide mixing experiment[\*](#t1-fn1){ref-type="fn"}.

  Nucleotide/Sample \#    S1   S2   S3   S4   S5   S6   S7   S8   S9   S10   S11   S12   S13   S14   S15   S16
  ---------------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
  dATP                    0    1    0    1    0    1    0    1    0     1     0     1     0     1     0     1
  dCTP                    0    0    1    1    0    0    1    1    0     0     1     1     0     0     1     1
  dGTP                    0    0    0    0    1    1    1    1    0     0     0     0     1     1     1     1
  dTTP                    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    1     1     1     1     1     1     1     1

^\*^0 = Absence of specific nucleotide; 1 = presence of specific nucleotide.

###### Electrical parameters for the different types of nucleotides along with their relevant control media.

  Sample \#    Description   Dopant \[m^−3^\]   DebyeLength \[m\]   Estimated Count\[No of Nucleotides\]   Actual Count\[No of Molecules/ml\]
  ----------- ------------- ------------------ ------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------
  S1             Buffer                             8.12E-07                                                               NA
  S2                A           1.67E + 25          6.70E-07                     2.24E + 19                            1.51E + 18
  S3                C           1.35E + 25          7.52E-07                     2.02E + 19                            1.51E + 18
  S4               AC           1.10E + 26          3.99E-07                     8.76E + 19                            3.01E + 18
  S5                G           1.36E + 25          7.87E-07                     2.14E + 19                            1.51E + 18
  S6               AG           1.29E + 26          3.71E-07                     9.58E + 19                            3.01E + 18
  S7               CG           1.50E + 26          3.52E-07                     1.05E + 20                            3.01E + 18
  S8               ACG          3.64E + 26          2.65E-07                     1.93E + 20                            4.52E + 18
  S9                T           2.06E + 25          7.16E-07                     2.96E + 19                            1.51E + 18
  S10              AT           4.65E + 25          5.85E-07                     5.44E + 19                            3.01E + 18
  S11              CT           5.65E + 25          5.34E-07                     6.02E + 19                            3.01E + 18
  S12              ACT          2.19E + 26          3.29E-07                     1.44E + 20                            4.52E + 18
  S13              GT           1.04E + 26          4.08E-07                     8.46E + 19                            3.01E + 18
  S14              AGT          3.37E + 26          2.70E-07                     1.82E + 20                            4.52E + 18
  S15              CGT          3.32E + 26          2.72E-07                     1.80E + 20                            4.52E + 18
  S16             ACGT          6.57E + 26          2.17E-07                     2.86E + 20                            6.02E + 18
